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History before us is really happened in the past or not. Or we know 
history that just historians narrative them and show us, different 
historians construct the different history through different ways, it 
performances the same historical events in different historian narratives 
are different. Different history explanation is caused by different 
historical narrative. Because historian explain history through 
narrative way. 
 The analysis philosophy of history is no longer concerned about the 
process of history and regular law, but rather the question historical 
cognition. This paper tends to give a reason that philosopher Arthur C. 
Danto is against Hempel to explain historical problem in non-history 
consciousness. Hempel’s scientific explanation of "General Law Mode" 
from narrative form of historical cognition run to the opposite side of 
his expect, and explanation problem and narrative problem are well worth 
exploring. In second part I analysis how Danto put history narrative and 
history explanation on the same way to express history. But when the 
analysis philosophy of history try to solve how historical explanation 
to achieve universal identity and make history be like science, it is 
caught in a dilemma that cannot be answered. In the 1970 of the 20th century, 
the philosophy of history has an important study of swerve。This paper 
focus on the narrative turning leading by Hayden White and his magnum opus 
Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century European 
analysis the narrative problem, and analysis how historical explanation 
turn to historical contexts, and the literary and rhetorical methods to 
build a history text.  
The philosophy of history always discuss the historical explanation 
and history narrative，but change from historical explanation to history 















two questions and express change and development between these two 
stages.  
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